
NEW TWISTS ~ NEW WORK

My creative journey has always involved responding to an essential ingredient of 
an experience and following the threads of that flow to a magical finale.  I trusted 
the collaboration with an authentic source within and beyond myself. A huge 
curiosity about this journey has kept my enthusiasm at a fevered pitch for many 
years.
 
Recently, the intensity has waned a bit and neither the process nor the outcome 
has been as compelling.  I wondered if it was simply related to the aging/wisdom 
journey of slowing down but instead of settling into it, I felt like I was always 
waiting for an echo, a nudge, and an inspiration. 
 
Going back to clay was not an option.  My hands are no longer strong enough 
and too arthritic to do the building and my body is no longer strong enough to do 
the hauling and firing. Plus, the gallery I am part owner of only shows paintings: 
only work that hangs on the wall. I had no ideas where to go next. 
 



Drawn to the depths of my own presence to ponder I turned again to nature’s 
state of enlivened being. The seed pod, the ocean coral, the flower; all fully 
embody a direct experience of being. With this curiosity about the feeling 
experience of “being the thing” I began to realize that I am closer to knowing the 
“ME of ME”.
 
Now is the new beginnings of a new direction in my Artwork.  Sculpture and 
painting have merged.  I have become an inventor, an engineer and a researcher 
as I explore new techniques and forms to represent deeper states of being. No 
doubt there will be many twists and turns; some more successful than others.  
The being is in the awareness of each moment on the journey.

10 new pieces will be hanging at Art and Soul Gallery beginning the first 
week in August.  Drop in and meet me on First Friday Art Walk from 5-8pm 
August 7th. They are also on my Website under Gallery/New Work.

http://www.evemargowithrow.com/the-new-work/#.VbkCxvll3Qg
http://www.evemargowithrow.com/the-new-work/#.VbkCxvll3Qg


Intuitive Painting Classes
Are you ready to explore the edges of your creativity?

Play with and follow the threads of visual expression?

Laugh with the joy available when you trust your intuition to guide 
you?

_________________________________

Intuitive Painting at my Medford Studio

Experience and experiment with a variety of non-threatening painting processes. 
Artists who want to create with renewed enthusiasm as well as inexperienced 
artists will be delighted.

First Sunday Of Each Month
 

NEXT CLASS: Sunday ~ AUGUST 3RD
 12 noon - 3:00  pm

(This class is usually 1 pm - 4 pm. Time change is for August only)



 
Classes are small and comfortable.        Fee: $45.00

For more information or to register, contact me at 541-772-6888 or 
eve@evemargowithrow.com

You can also join me for Intuitive Painting Classes at
Rogue Gallery & Art Center

 
• Thursday, Aug, 5th, 1 pm - 4 pm
• Tuesday, Sept 1st, 1 pm - 4  pm
• Tuesday, Sept. 8th, 1 pm - 4 pm

Experience the freedom of color expression as you explore a variety of painting 
processes and techniques. Work with liquid acrylics and collage to tap into your 
authentic creative self.

Fee: $190 Rogue Gallery members, $205 non-members, All materials are 
included.

  NEW!                  
3D Sundays

Beginning in September, I will be 
adding a new sculpture class on 
the 3rd Sunday of each 
month from 1-4pm. 
You will be introduced  to a variety  
of materials and techniques while 
experiencing the grounded 
tactile sense of exploring 
your creative depths in 3 
dimensions.  That added 
perspective changes the creative 

mailto:eve@evemargowithrow.com?subject=Intuitive%20Painting%20Class
mailto:eve@evemargowithrow.com?subject=Intuitive%20Painting%20Class
https://www.roguegallery.org/education.html
https://www.roguegallery.org/education.html


process in such interesting ways. 

You’ll love it.

Possible adventures may include Mask Making both from your own face and 
from scratch in other materials.  Personal Shrines, Paper-mache Figures 
and animals, Sculpture From Nature -- as in the Andy Goldsworthy style of 
finding materials and constructing the sculptures on site in nature.

Examples of some of these projects can be seen on my website. Some of the 
adventures will take more than one class session to complete.

Fee: $50 (includes materials) You will want to bring personal items to embellish 
certain projects.

 

Schedule a Party at my Studio!

http://Eve@evemargowithrow.com/
http://Eve@evemargowithrow.com/


Here is how it works:
• The birthday gal or guy invite their friends to my home/studio 
• They all bring the food and wine
• I provide a fun creative project
• Everyone has a blast creating, laughing, eating and flowing in the 

enthusiasm of a shared creative adventure 
• All go home with their own creative expression and a joyful memory 

to cherish
Not just for birthdays! Also fun for any occasion: a date, a family 
experience or your own personal creative adventures!

To schedule a party contact me at: (541) 
772-6888 or Eve@evemargowithrow.com

 
For more information or to register for a 
class, contact me at: 
Eve@evemargowithrow.com or (541) 
772-6888.
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